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The development of a good set of assumptions is essential for effective loan 

pricing software. That said, this is the #1 place where bankers get bogged down. 

Two things typically happen. The process takes forever as the assumptions are 

researched and fine-tuned. And then almost invariably the lenders and the 

finance people endlessly debate how realistic the assumptions are. Typically, the 

finance people are great at identifying all of the costs associated with originating 

and servicing the loans. And, the lenders rightly point out that there is no way 

they could possibly compete if all of these costs are included. The drama usually 

escalates and the initiative gets off to a poor start or is shelved completely. My 

goal is to help you avoid all the potential pitfalls associated with the assumptions 

and get you up and running as quickly as possible.  

Should You Use Your Bank’s Numbers to Set 

Assumptions?  

The biggest mistake bankers make regarding the assumptions is a natural one: 

everybody wants to make sure the assumptions reflect the bank’s numbers as 

closely as possible. While this seems very logical, using your bank’s actual 

numbers is usually the biggest mistake you can make.  

Let me defend this controversial statement with a simple question and short 

explanation. Do your borrowers, especially your largest, highest quality 

borrowers, care if you have high overhead, a high cost of funds or excess capital? 

Of course not! I recognize how important these issues are to your bank and I also 

strongly encourage you to address these issues. However, one of the worst 

things you can do is to load up pricing software with high overhead and ask your 

lenders to price up to overcome the high overhead.  

I have no problem with, and absolutely want, your lenders to price up your loans 

as much as possible, especially your lesser quality pass credits. However, the 

pricing for a high quality borrower is very competitive and your pricing needs to 

help you win the best loans in your market. Winning these loans also helps you 

grow into the high overhead as you take other steps to reduce it. Conversely, the 

last thing you want is for your pricing strategy to drive away the best quality 

borrowers; thereby exacerbating the overhead problem.  

“But,” you might say, “if I don’t use my actual numbers, how will my model results 

tie back to my financial statements?” They will not. And this is critical to 

understand: loan pricing software does not need to tie back exactly to your 

income statement in order to be extremely valuable! Although it is perfectly logical 

to want all of the input assumptions and output results to tie back to the balance 

sheet, you already have a reporting system that tells you exactly how much 

money you make every day, week, month, quarter, and year. Unfortunately, this 
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system only gives you historical information and it provides little, if any, help 

making more money.  

To get comfortable with this, we need to remember one of the main purposes of 

loan pricing software (and my goal with this blog): to help you win the highest 

quality loans in your market and help you get paid appropriately on all loans. Loan 

pricing software provides a consistent method for determining a reasonable 

approximation of the profitability of the business you are evaluating. More 

importantly, pricing software allows the user to see how profitable one deal is 

compared to another deal; and how one pricing alternative compares to another 

for the same borrower. A consistent approach also allows you to compare your 

pricing over time. One of the objectives is to help facilitate the discussion between 

the lender and the borrower to find a way to make the deal work for the borrower 

and the bank.  

Setting Your Cost of Funds  

Let’s get into the nuts and bolts of the assumptions starting with the cost of funds. 

The key is to choose a good incremental funding curve as a proxy for your cost 

of funds that also accounts for interest rate risk.  

Virtually all of our clients use either the FHLB funding curve, the LIBOR swap 

curve, or the U.S. Treasury curve. The majority of our community bank clients 

price off the FHLB funding curve, with some modifying the curve slightly. For 

example, banks in traditionally high cost markets typically add a premium of 

anywhere from 10 to 50 basis points. Some banks adjust the slope of the yield 

curve for interest rate risk management purposes. As a general rule, I would 

caution bankers against modifying the slope of the curve. At the very least, I 

strongly recommend that you closely monitor the impact your adjustments have 

on your pricing in order to make sure you don’t inadvertently get loaded up with 

long or short term loans at just the wrong time.  

Some of our clients, and virtually all regional and money center banks, price off 

the LIBOR swap curve. I wouldn’t get into a big argument regarding which curve 

to use but I do strongly counsel that a third party funding curve be applied 

consistently.  

Should You Use Your Internal Cost of Funds?  

One of the biggest loan pricing errors involves pricing off of an internal cost of 

funds. If you are comfortable with the use of a third party index, you may want to 

skip down to the wine tip. Otherwise, I would like to discuss this important 

consideration further.  
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Once again, at first blush pricing off an internal funding cost seems very logical. 

However, this almost always results in underpricing loans in a rising rate 

environment and overpricing loans in a declining rate environment. This occurs 

because an internal funding cost includes deposits with varying maturities. As a 

result, an internal funding cost moves much more slowly than an incremental 

funding cost.  

Let’s assume that at some point interest rates rise. Usually when they do, they 

move relatively quickly. The good news is that if rates go up 100 basis points in 

a three-month period, your cost of funds is likely to only increase by 25 to 50 

basis points. As a result, pricing loans using an internal cost of funds will typically 

result in dramatically underpricing loans. This will create a surge in loans at just 

the wrong time. Unfortunately, this won’t be balanced out during a declining rate 

environment. When this occurs and loans are overpriced, the bank will simply 

miss out on the majority of the best quality loans as these borrowers have other 

choices.  

In addition to having a funding cost that reflects a historic cost versus a current 

funding cost, the question of what premium should be charged for pricing out on 

the funding curve remains. In other words, how much more should you charge a 

borrower to lock in a rate for five years compared to three years? How much does 

your pricing change for a floating rate loan?  

Some might be thinking that you could just use your CD curve as it represents an 

incremental funding curve. The problem is that your rates are overly influenced 

by the local competition, your liquidity, and your interest rate risk needs. Your 

rates are not necessarily a real indication of the cost to bring in funds. Again this 

might seem perfectly logical so let me give you a quick example. You have a 

three-year and a five-year CD on your rate sheet but how often are people 

selecting these terms? Often, the answer is rarely; as such, these rates are 

frequently meaningless. On the other hand, although you can’t fund your bank 

exclusively with FHLB advances, you can buy money at exactly the rate posted. 

Further, these rates change at least daily and move with general market rates.  

The other factor related to the funding curve involves accounting for the 

amortization of each loan. If you are purchasing a model, this isn’t an issue as 

almost all loan-pricing systems use match-funding to reflect the cash flows that 

result from differing maturities and amortization schedules. [Note: Don’t let the 

term “match funding” concern you. Few, if any, community banks match fund their 

bank and we aren’t recommending you start. The purpose of the match funding 

assumption is to ensure that you have an appropriate rate differential between all 

loans based on their re-pricing structures.]  
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If you are using a rate sheet, you absolutely want to make sure you are properly 

accounting for different cash flow structures. For example, there is a significant 

difference in interest rate risk between a five-year loan with full amortization and 

one with a twenty-year amortization. One place to get this information would be 

your bond broker. Don’t be shy; they make plenty of money from your business. 

At least once a month ask them for the appropriate rate differential on your major 

loan structures. Be aware that these numbers change significantly based on the 

slope of the yield curve and the level of interest rates. 
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